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Let U and W be uniserial modules over a valuation domain. Existence and 
uniqueness of uniserial modules V such that there exists an exact sequence 0 + 
W + V + U--t 0 are discussed. Complete answers are obtained for both standard 
and non-standard U. A? 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a valuation domain and Q its field of quotients. An R-module 
U is uniserial if its submodules are linearly ordered by inclusion. U is called 
standard if it is isomorphic to J/Z for some 0 < I< J < Q; otherwise U is 
called non-standard. The existence of non-standard uniserials is discussed 
in a series of papers [S, FS, FG, BS]. 
In a preceding paper [BS] we studied the following question: find 
conditions on a non-standard uniserial U and a submodule K of U in order 
that U/K is still non-standard. The solution of this question led to the 
classification of non-standard uniserials into six classes, whose description 
is summarized in the preliminary section. 
In this paper we investigate a question which is, in a certain sense, dual 
to the preceding one; in order to illustrate it, we need the following 
definition, borrowed from abelian group theory (see [N, W]). 
DEFINITION. Let U and W be uniserial R-modules. If there exists an 
exact sequence 0 -+ W + V + U + 0 with V uniserial, then V is called an 
elongation of U by W, and U is said to be elongable by W. 
Notice that, in the preceding definition, W is necessarily standard if U is 
not zero. 
Then our question is: given the uniserial module U and a standard 
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uniserial W, does there exist an elongation V of U by W? If so, is V’ 
uniquely determined up to isomorphism? 
We shall separate our discussion, according as U is standard or non- 
standard, since the two cases present different features. In the standard case 
elongations do always exist, but they are not unique in general. On the 
other hand, if U is non-standard, then if an elongation V of U by W exists, 
then Ann V = Ann U. 
In particular, W cannot have arbitrarily large size and, if it has maximal 
size, then U must belong to one of the three last classes in the classification 
of non-standard uniserials illustrated in Section 1. Moreover, an elongation 
of U by W, whenever it exists, is uniquely determined. 
In the last section we shall consider non-standard uniserials that do not 
admit proper elongations. Of particular interest are examples of barely 
non-standard modules (i.e., non-standard uniserials whose proper quotients 
are standard) with this property, which are obtained by constructing 
valuation domains with uncountably generated archimedian ideals not 
isomorphic to P (the maximal ideal of R). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we resume some notions and results on uniserial modules, 
and we prove some preliminary results needed later. For references on 
non-standard uniserial modules see our paper CBS]; for general facts on 
modules over valuation domains we refer to [FS]. 
Every uniserial module U is isomorphic to a direct limit lim -o-c.% r,’ R/I 
where K is an ordinal and 
O<IdR<ro~‘R<r,‘Rc ... <r;‘R-=z . . . (0 <K) 
is an increasing sequence of fractional ideals of R; the connecting maps 
vi: r;‘R/I -+ r;‘R/I (a < T < K) are induced by multiplications by units ui 
of Ru,, the localization of R at the prime ideal U, defined below, 
satisfying the relations 
u~u;--uf,Er,,I, Vp<a<r. 
Let J= U, r; ‘R; then we say that U is of type J/I. Given another uniserial 
module of type J/Z: I’= lim --+b<K r; ‘R/I, with connecting maps induced by 
multiplications by units vz of Rvl, it happens that V g U if and only if 
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there exists a family of units {c,: z < JC} of R,, such that uzc, - 
uzc, E r,Z Va < t < K. This criterion gives rise in [BS] to the “test lemma,” 
which is originally due to Shelah [S] and which tests if U is standard or 
not. 
Let U be uniserial of type J/Z. There are three ideals of R which are 
relevant for U: 
U,={rER:O#uEU,ru=O} 
U#=(rER:rUcUj 
AnnU=Z:J=(rER:rJdZ). 
For L an ideal of R, let L# = {rE R: rL< L}. Then it is easy to see that 
U # =I# and U#=J#. 
If U is non-standard, then 17, 2 U# > Ann U, and trivially 
U, > Ann U; moreover, there exist two submodules of U, called threshold 
submodules, defined as follows (as usual, if I E R, U[r] = f u E U : ru = 0 1): 
UC= n U[r] 
t-EC/# 
u,= (J UCrl; 
r# u* 
the inclusion U, < UC always holds. The importance of threshold sub- 
modules is illustrated by the following facts: given a submodule K of U, 
then K > UC implies U/K standard; K < U, implies U/K non-standard. 
The class of non-standard uniserial R-modules is partitioned into six 
subclasses, defined in terms of the location of the threshold submodules U, 
and U’ in U, and the comparison of the annihilator ideals Ann U and 
Ann(U/U’); or, equivalently, in terms of the location of U# between U, 
and Ann U, and the comparison of U and its submodule U# U. 
It is useful to introduce the following 
DEFINITION. A non-standard uniserial module U is said to be equian- 
nihilated if Ann U = Ann( U/U’). 
We describe now the six classes of non-standard uniserials, that are 
illustrated in Fig. 1, and are denoted by 4&, i= 1,2, . . . . 6. 
In Fig. 1, quotients of U over submodules K contained in the heavy 
typed zone are non-standard; quotients over submodules Kin the normally 
typed zone are standard. 
Class 92, : Strongly Non-standard Divisible (U= UC = U,). Modules 
UE @r are exactly the divisible non-standard uniserials; they are necessarily 
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FIGURE 1 
strongly non-standard, i.e., all their non-zero quotients are non-standard. 
They are also characterized by the inclusions: U, > U # = Ann U = 0, and 
they satisfy the equalities U = U,. = U”. 
Class 4& : Strongly Non-standard Bounded (U = U” = U,). Modules 
U E: 6&z are characterized by the inclusions U # > U # = Ann U > 0, and they 
also satisfy the equalities U = U, = UC. 
Class 42, : Non-equiannihilated and U > U” = U,. > 0. Modules U E @, 
are characterized by the inclusions U, s U # > Ann U and Ann( U/U’) > 
Ann U. They satisfy the property that U/V is standard. 
Class 4& : Equiannihiiated and U > U” = U,. > 0. Modules U E 4& are 
characterized by the inclusions U, > U # > Ann U, and by the equality 
Ann( U/U’) = Ann U. They satisfy the property that U/Uc is non-standard. 
Class 4&: U> U“ > U,. = 0. For these modules the inclusions 
U, = U” > Ann U hold; moreover UjU’ is non-standard. 
Class 4&6: Barely Non-standard (U” = U, = 0). Modules U E @,, are 
characterized by the property that every proper quotient is standard, or by 
the equalities 0 = U, = U’; as for modules in a5 the following inclusions 
hold: U # = U # > Ann U. 
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The first new result of this section is a characterization of equiannihilated 
non-standard uniserials. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let U he a non-standard uniserial R-module. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) U is equiannihilated 
(2) U belongs to one of the classes qd4, @s, %b. 
(3) u= U#U. 
ProoJ It is obvious that if U belongs to %, or eZ then U is not equian- 
nihilated; modules in q3 are not equiannihilated by definition and modules 
in %!A are equiannihilated also by definition. Modules in e6 are trivially 
equiannihilated, hence we must only show, in order to prove the 
equivalence of (1) and (2), that if U E e5 then it is equiannihilated. Since 
U, = U #, U is canonically an Ro# -module. If r E R\U #, then the multi- 
plication by r induces an automorphism of U and rU” = U”, i.e., U/” is an 
R.+-submodule of Ii. There follows that we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that U, = U# = P. Then U” = U[P] and, if Ann( U/U’) > 
Ann U, there exists an s E R such that SU = U[P] > 0. But in this case 
SU is cyclic, hence U itself is cyclic, which is absurd. Thus 
Ann( U/UC) = Ann U. 
We show now that U = U# U exactly if UE ei for some iE (4, 5,6}. If U 
is strongly non-standard, then U# = Ann U, hence U # U = 0 < U. If 
U> UC = U,. > 0, then [BS, Lemma 2.91 shows that U > U # U if UE aj3, 
and U= U#U if UES?!~. Finally, if UE@ or UE%~, then U# = U,, so it 
is obvious that U # U = U. 1 
The next result shows that if the uniserial module U is elongable by the 
uniserial W, then the annihilator ideals of the non-zero elements of U must 
be isomorphic to the height ideals of the elements of W (see [FS] for the 
definition of height ideal). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let U be a uniserial module and let 
be an exact sequence, with V uniserial and 0 -C K =C L d R. Then, for all 
0 # u E U, Ann u E L. In particular, if U is of type J/I, then L z I. 
Proof: Let n(v) = u (v E V); the map cp: R -+ Rv such that cpl= v has a 
kernel isomorphic to K, say qK (q E Q); moreover cp(Ann u) = E( L/K) hence 
cp ‘induces an isomorphism between Ann u/qK and L/K. So, by 
[FS, VII.l.41, it follows that Ann u g L. The last claim is obvious. 1 
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2. ELONGATIONS OF STANDARD UNISERIALS 
Let U r J/I and WE L/K be standard uniserials. Proposition 1.2 shows 
that a necessary condition for the existence of elongations V of U by W is 
that Ir L. We shall show that, under this hypothesis, standard elongations 
V do always exist, and that they are not in general unique. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let U z J/I he a standard uniserial module, with 
O<I<J<Q. Then 
(1) given 0 < K < I, there exists a standard elongation of U by I/K; 
(2) V is a standard elongation of U by I/K if and only if V E qJ/K for 
some unit q of the localization of R at I”. 
Proof: (1) This is trivial: take J/K as a standard elongation of J/I. 
(2) Assume that 0 + IlKA V + J/I+ 0 is an exact sequence with 
V = L/H standard uniserial. Then I/Kr &(I/K) = L’/H < L/H, thus there 
exists an r E Q such that rI= L’, rK = H. Now VI&(I/K) = L/L’ is 
isomorphic to J/I, therefore there exists an SE Q such that sJ= L and 
SI = L’. Whence sI = rI and V = sJ/rK is isomorphic to sr ‘J/K, where 
q=sr-’ satisfies qI= I, thus it is a unit of R,#. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. The standard uniserial module U E J/I has a unique 
standard elongation (up to isomorphism) by I/K if and only if I # > 
K#nJ”. 
Proof: Assume that K # n J # < I # and let V be a standard elongation 
of U by I/K. By Proposition 2.1, there exists a unit q of R,+ such that 
VrqJ/K. Set g= K# nJ “; then q is a unit of R,. If K” ZJ#, then 
qJ = J; if J # > K #, then J/K r qJ/qK = qJ/K; in each case qJ/K z J/K. 
Conversely, assume that all standard elongations of U by I/K are 
isomorphic to J/K. Then, for each unit q of R,# there exists a unit p of RKS 
such that qp ’ is a unit of RJx. IfK#>J#,thenp-iisaunitofR,+,so 
q is also a unit of RJx; since q is arbitrary, we deduce that K# n J# = 
J# <I#. If J# > K#, then necessarily K# = K# n J# <I#: for, otherwise 
takeqEK#\I”; then qp-’ E J# for all units p of R,# , a contradiction. 1 
An immediate consequence is the following 
COROLLARY 2.3. If U z J/I is a standard uniserial module and I is an 
archimedian ideal, then U has a unique standard elongation by I/K for all 
K,< I. 
Proof: Recall that I is archimean exactly if I # = P; so the claim trivially 
follows by Corollary 2.2. i 
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The problem of the existence of non-standard elongations by Z/K of a 
standard uniserial module U z J/Z is part of the problem of the existence of 
non-standard uniserials with standard quotients (see [IS, FS, FG, BS]); 
in the case that non-standard elongations do exist, the uniqueness of 
elongations obviously does not hold. 
3. ELONGATIONS OF NON-STANDARD UNISERIALS 
From now on, U will denote a non-standard uniserial module of type J/Z 
(0 <I< R < J< Q). Our first goal is to look for necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of elongations of U by standard uniserials W, 
obviously we can assume W = Z/K, with 0 < K < I. Since elongations will be 
obtained via long exact sequences involving the functors OR and TOP, we 
start with a technical lemma on TorR. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let iJ be an arbitrary t&serial module of type J/Z and let L 
be a non-zero ideal of R. Then the following isomorphisms hold 
Torp(U, R/L) r U@RL 
if LdAnnU 
ZjZL if L>AnnU. 
Proof. From the exact sequence 
O+L+R+RJL+O 
we obtain the exact sequence 
0 = Tot-:( U, R) - Torf( U, R/L) 
2 U&L& UQ,R- U@,(R/L)-0. (1) 
If L d Ann U, then every element in U 0 R L of the form u @ 1 (u E U, 1 E L) 
is in the kernel of a, hence fl is epic, so Torf( U, R/L) z UOR L. If 
L > Ann U, let r E L\Ann U and consider the exact sequence 
0- U[r] - UA rU- 0, (2) 
where ? denotes the map induced by the multiplication by r. Then from (2) 
we obtain the exact sequence 
Torf(rU, R/L) - Torf( U[r], R/L) 
- Torf( U, R/L) L Torf(rU, R/L), 
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where the first term vanishes, since L is flat and so f.d. (R/L) < 1 (f.d. 
denotes the flat dimension; see [R, Theorem 9.133); the map r is still 
induced by the multiplication by Y (see [FS, 111.11) so it sends all of 
Torf( U, R/L) into zero, since rE L; therefore we get Torf( U[r], R/L) z 
Torp( U, R/L); but r $ Ann U implies that U[r] < U, hence U[r] is 
standard, isomorphic to r-‘Z/Z. It follows that 
Torp( U, R/L) z Torp(r-rI/I, R/L) 2 (r-‘IL n I)/IL 
(see [FS, 1X3.31); but rE L, thus r-IL> R and r-‘LZ>Z; this shows that 
Tor f( U, R/L) z Z/IL. 1 
The next result gives sufficient conditions for the existence of suitable 
elongations. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let U be a non-standard uniserial module of type J/Z, and let 
L be an ideal of R. Suppose either that L > U #, or that L = U # and U is 
equiannihilated. Then there exists an exact sequence 
Proof: If L> U#, then obviously L > Ann U and LU = U. If L = U # 
and U is equiannihilated, then by Proposition 1.1 there follows that 
L > Ann U and again LU= U. Thus in both cases the exact sequence (1) 
becomes, by Lemma 3.1, 
O+Z/ZL+ UOR L-+ U-+ UQR (RIL)=O, 
where the last term vanishes because UQR (R/L) z U/LU. 1 
We prove now a necessary condition for the existence of elongations, 
which will turn out later to be also sufficient. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 0 + WA V + U+ 0 be an exact sequence, with V and 
U non-standard uniserial. Then Ann V = Ann U. 
Proof: If E W= V”, then the claim follows from [BS, Corollary 2.101. 
If E W-C V”, assume first that V is equiannihilated. Then Ann U= 
Ann( V/E W) < Ann( V/V“) = Ann V < Ann U, so the required equality holds. 
If V is strongly non-standard, then V= V’ and V # = Ann V, so rV< V 
implies r V = 0; hence clearly Ann V = Ann U. Finally, if VE 4!&, i.e., 
V> If’= V, > 0 and V is not equiannihilatd, . let t E Ann U. Then 
tV<&W< v”= l+UrCYX V[r], so there exists an r E R\ V# such that 
rtV=O; but rtV= trV= tV, thus Ann U=Ann V. m 
We can now prove the main result on the existence of elongations. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let U be a non-standard uniserial module of type J/I, and 
let 0 -C K 6 I. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) U is elongable by I/K 
(2) Either K: I> U #, or K : I = U# and U is equiannihilated 
(3) I:J=K:J. 
Proof (1) + (3). If V is an elongation of U by I/K, then Ann I’= 
Ann U, by Lemma 3.3; clearly Ann V= K: J and Ann U= I: J, so (3) 
follows. 
(3)-t(2). I: J=K:J is equivalent to fi,G,rplI=n,.,sslK. Thus, 
given s E J, there exists an r E J such that s- ‘K> r - ‘I; there follows that 
sr-‘I<K, i.e., srpl E K : I, so s E J(K : I). Thus we have proved that 
J= J(K : I); this equality clearly implies that K : I3 J # and, in the case of 
equality, J# J = J, which is equivalent to U # U = U; the claim follows now 
from Proposition 1.1. 
(2) + (1). From Lemma 3.2 we deduce that there exists the exact 
sequence 
0- I/I(K: I)- IJoR (K: I)- U- 0. 
In general, the inclusion I(K : I) < K holds; if I(K : I) = K, then UOR (K : I) 
is an elongation of U by I/K. If I(K : I) < K, then obviously the elongation 
of U by IJK is (UO, (K: I))/&(K/I(K: I)). 1 
Notice that, in the proof of (3) -+ (1) in Theorem 3.4, even if K > I(K : I), 
the two modules I/K and I/I(K : I) have the same annihilator ideal, since 
(I(K: I)) : I= K: I. 
Of particular interest is the case of U of type J/R, i.e., if the elements of 
U have principal annihilators. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let U be a non-standard uniserial module of type JJR. 
Then there exists an elongation of U by R/K (0 < K < R) if and only if either 
K> U#, or K = U # and U is equiannihilated. 
We can consider now the following question: given U non-standard 
uniserial of type J/I, does there exist a minimal K d I such that U is 
elongable by I/K? The answer is given in the next 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let U be a non-standard uniserial module of type J/I. 
Then there exists a minimal K < I such that U is elongable by I/K if and only 
tf U is equiannihilated, in which case K = IU #. 
Proof: If U is equiannihilated, then from Theorem 3.4 we know that U 
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is elongable by K : I if and only if K : I z U #. Since, given two ideals H and 
L of R, the inclusion H : Z> L : Z implies H> L, a minimal K must satisfy 
K: I= U#. Lemma 3.2 then shows that U is elongable by I/IU#, and 
obviously IU # = Z(K : I) < K, thus IU # is minimal. 
Conversely, assume that U is not equiannihilated, so U, > U#. Con- 
sider an ideal K < I such that K : I > U #; take r E U, A (K : I) such that 
r~U#.ThenK~rI>r2I>r31;ifa~r2I\r3I,thenaR<KandaR:I>U”, 
since r’ E (aR : I)\U #; thus K is not minimal. In Section 4, Theorem 4.1, 
part (l), we will complete the proof by showing that every non-standard 
uniserial which is not equiannihilated admits proper elongations. 1 
Now we deal with the uniqueness problem; the following proof is 
modelled on that of [BS, Proposition 2.111. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let U be a non-standard uniserial module of type J/I and 
let 0 < K 6 I be such that U is elongable by I/K. Then all elongations of U 
by I/K are isomorphic. 
Proof Let V and Z be two elongations of U by I/K. Then both V and 
Z are direct limits of direct systems {r; ‘R/K --) r, ‘R/K : o < T < K> with 
connecting maps induced by multiplications by units of R,# = R,# = 
R,+ : {u; : G<Z} for V, and {zz : G < T} for Z, satisfying the conditions 
vivz-v;Er,K, z~z~--z~~ErpK,Vp<a<~. (3) 
We distinguish two cases, according as U, > V, , or U, < V, . In the first 
case we can assume, without loss of generality, that U, = P. Since U is a 
quotient of both V and Z, there exists, for each t < IC, a unit a, of R,+ = R 
such that v:a, - z:a, E r,I. By Lemma 3.3 we have that Ann V= Ann U = 
Ann Z, hence n,, r,Z= fi, r,K; therefore, for each a < K there exists a 
minimal ordinal o(a) such that rOC,,ld r,K. Now we set, for each z < IC, 
which is a unit of R. In order to show that Vr Z, it is enough to prove 
that, for each a<z<Ic, vie,-zic,Er,K. 
In view of (3) we have the following congruences module r,K: 
UiC, - Zic, = U~v~‘T’(z$T’) -’ ao,rj - ~~v~‘~)(z~‘~‘)-’ aOtoj 
- v~(u~‘“‘)p’ (z~“‘)-’ aoCrl -z~(v~‘*))~’ (u~~~))~’ aO,oj 
3 (q(d) ~ 1 vy(v~‘d- 1 (z;‘7’)- I so(r) 
_ (zf”‘) - 1 Zy (vz(T))p’ (z:(~))~’ aOCoj 
EU ~“‘(U~‘“‘)- ’ aocrJ - z;(‘)(~;(~)) -1 ao(o) 
su NT, dr) o,o)an(r) - z,,,,a,,,, Er o,oJ6 r,K. 
481,1146/2-S 
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In the second case we can assume that V, = P, so that the elements u> and 
z; (o. < r < rc) are units of R; the elements a, are now units of Rue, but, as 
in the proof of [BS, Proposition 2.111, one can show that they have all the 
same value; therefore we can assume that they are units of R. Now the 
same argument as above concludes the proof. 1 
It is noteworthy that, while the uniqueness theorem for elongations of 
non-standard uniserials makes use of arguments different from those used 
in the standard case, the conclusion agrees with that of Corollary 2.2. For, 
let U be a non-standard uniserial of type J/Z and let V be an elongation 
of U by I/K. Then the inclusion K# n J# <I #, which is the necessary 
and sufficient condition in Corollary 2.2, in order that uniqueness of 
elongations holds, is true, since K # = V, , J # = U # = V # , I # = U, , and 
V#<V,, lJ”dU,. 
4. UNISERIAL MODULES WITHOUT PROPER ELONGATIONS 
We consider in this section the following question: does a non-standard 
uniserial module always admit a proper elongation? A first answer is given 
in the next 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let U be a non-standard uniserial module of type JJI. 
Then : 
(1) if U belongs to one of the classes u2c,, &, Q&, or C&, U admits a 
proper elongation; 
(2) if U belongs to a5 or e6, then U admits a proper elongation if and 
only if I is a principal R,+ -module. 
Prooj (1) Since U, >U#, there exists an rEU,\U#. Set K=rI, 
Since I”=U #, K < I and obviously K : I>, rR > U #. Therefore U is 
elongable by I/K # 0, by Theorem 3.4. 
(2) By Proposition 3.6, there exists a minimal K Q I such that U is 
elongable by I/K, and we have K= IU #. Since I# = U, = U #, there 
follows that U has a proper elongation if and only if ZZ# < Z, which is 
equivalent, by [FS, 1.4.81, to the isomorphism Zr R,++, i.e., I is a principal 
R,#-module. 1 
Of particular interest in Proposition 4.1(2) is the case of I an 
archimedean ideal. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let U be a non-standard uniserial module of type JJI in 
the classes C& or +Y6, If I is archimedean, then U has no proper elongations 
if and only if either 
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(a) IrP, which case UE~&,, or 
(b) I 2 P and I is not principal, in which case U E 4&. 
Proof Since J#=U”=U,=I#=P and genJ>N,, there follows 
from [B] that gen P > K, ; thus the proof follows from Proposition 4.1(2), 
recalling that U” = U[P] > 0 if and only if Zr P. 1 
A concrete example of a module U E %$ satisfying condition (a) in 
Corollary 4.2 is given in CBS]. The rest of this section is devoted to 
exhibiting an example of module U satisfying condition (b) in 
Corollary 4.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. A valuation domain R with an uncountably generated 
archimedean ideal Z such that Z 2 P. Let 77”’ be the totally ordered abelian 
group which is the product of w, copies of Z, endowed by the lexicographic 
ordering; thus z = (z,), < I,~, Ez”’ is positive exactly if inf supp z > 0, where 
suppz= {a<w r : z, # 0 > is the support of z. 
Let Z be the subgroup of z”’ consisting of the elements with countable 
support: f = {z E 77”’ : Jsupp zI 6 K,}. 
Consider, for each x < w, , the element of Z, 
defined by e(u),= 6,, (the Kronecker 6). Given ti < o,, let S(H) = 
c,,, e(y). Then clearly 
thus s(a)~Z’. Consider now, for each a < ol, the element of Z, g(cr) = 
2e(O) - S(E); then g(a) > 0 and, if c1< fi < ol, then 
s(a)-g(B)=sW-s(a)= 1 47). 
XC&P 
(4) 
Furthermore, min supp( g(a) - g( j?)) = x + 1, thus 
s(a) - g(b) < e(a) - e(B) v’a<p<o,. (5) 
We claim that the set of elements { g(cl)}l<w, is a Cauchy net (in the group 
topology of Z with neighborhoods of 0 the intervals [ -a, a], a > 0), which 
does not converge. 
The considered set is a Cauchy net by (5); assume, by way of contra- 
diction, that f 3 g = lim g(cr). Then 2e(O) - g= lim S(E); but the net 
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W)L<,, clearly does not converge in Z (its limit should be CycO,, e(r), 
which has uncountable support). 
Let now R be a valuation domain whose value group f(R) is isomorphic 
to P, then its maximal ideal P is generated by elements p, (c( < wI) such 
that o(p,) = e(N) (U is the valuation of R). Let Z be the ideal of R generated 
by elements {xa Ia <w, such that u(x,) = g(a). Clearly Z is not principal. 
We claim that Z is archimedean and Z g P. Condition (5) shows that, for 
each a<b<o, 
g(cr)-e(a)<g(P)-e(P)<g(B) 
therefore x,p;’ $ Z, VU <w,, and pu E x;‘paZ, thus 
P= u x;‘pIz=z#. 
1-z (0, 
So we have proved that Z is archimedean. If Z is isomorphic to P, then there 
exists an a E R such that a-II= P; then {a-‘~, : CI < oi} is a generating set 
of elements of P. But this implies that g = u(a) is a limit of the Cauchy net 
~gw=~(xJL<w,~ contradicting the first claim. 
The preceding example is a particular case of the general situation 
described in [B]. 
Once we have valuation domains with archimedean on-principal ideals 
not isomorphic to P, we must find one of them satisfying algebraic and 
topological conditions that guarantee the existence of non-standard 
uniserials; this ring will produce the following 
EXAMPLE 4.4. (ZFC + O,,) A barely non-standard uniserial module 
without proper elongations. Let Z be the totally ordered abelian group con- 
structed in Example 4.3. Let K[ [Z] ] be the formal power series ring of Z 
over an arbitrary field K (see [ FS, 1.51). Let R’ be the subring of K[ [r] ] 
consisting of all formal series with finite support. Let R be the valuation 
ring of the field of fractions Q of R’, with respect o the valuation v induced 
by the valuation on K[[r]], that is, 
(a, E K, f’ is a finite subset of Z). Then T(R) = f. Let Z be the ideal of R 
generated by the elements (x, = Xn@) : cx < oi} and let p. = x”“’ for each 
c(<ol. For every v<wl set 
Ju= u P~~P,R=P;‘P~, 
lx<” 
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where P,, = U,,, px R is a prime ideal, and let J= U y <w, J,. In Exam- 
ple 4.3 we have shown that I is an archimedean uncountably generated 
ideal, which is not isomorphic to P. 
In view of [BS, Theorem 1.41, we can obtain, by using 0 Lu,, a 
non-standard uniserial module U of type J/Z, if we can show that R/(Z: J,,) 
is not complete for each limit ordinal v < oi. 
Notice that U is necessarily barely non-standard, since U, = I# = P, 
U # = J# = P, and U” = U[P] = 0 (R/I has zero socle). U has no proper 
elongations by Corollary 4.2. 
The proof of the incompleteness of R/(Z: J,) follows the analogue proof 
of the last lemma in CBS]: for each limit ordinal v < ol, an easy computa- 
tion shows that I: J,, = polPv; so it is enough to show that R/Ipn, is not 
complete. Take an ascending sequence of ordinals 1 < CJ, < . . . < gn < . 
such that sup (T, = v. For each n > 1 set 
Y, = da,) - e(c,,). 
Then one can easily show that 
I,“= /‘-) xgnp;‘R= n X’“R. 
n t (0 ” t “I 
We claim that the Cauchy sequence in R/I,,, 
has no limit. The proof of this fact is the same as that in the last lemma 
in CBS], where aR,. is substituted by I,,, and P’ is the minimal prime ideal 
containing I. 
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